
You  Cain’t  Say  No  to
OKLAHOMA! by Jamiahsh
Yes, my first byline appeared in today’s local newspaper.
 VERY exciting and fun how it came about.  Last Thursday, I
received an email asking if I would like to go an review the
local production of OKLAHOMA!.  The extremely talented regular
reviewer of theatrical productions was unavailable for press
night.  The fact that he is also the president of the board
for the non-profit theatre group also might have played a
role.  So, I quickly replied and was really excited about the
opportunity.

Just prior to the beginning of my voice lesson, I hear my cell
phone ring (and no it is no longer what I was informed was the
theme to “Sex and the City…”  never seen either the tv show…
or the movie).  I quickly got the details… time was the most
important thing, the rest I pretty much figured out on my own.

A small town community theatre needs positive feedback from
the media.  These are not paid professionals performing here.
 As I have said before, the show is not one of my favorites
for many reasons… chief among them is the length.  However, I
am pleased to say that Fountain City Festival’s performance
was top notch.  It was very easy to mention all of the
principal actors and a few of the veterans who have been
involved in the eleven shows the group has produced (two of
which I have been in).

The production team decided to remain totally faithful to
Rodgers and Hammerstein’s original.  So faithful that only 8
measures of the score were dropped.  Everything gelled nicely;
the  acting,  singing,  orchestra,  set,  costuming,  and
choreography were all superb.  Where most groups may drop such
moments as the Dream Ballet for the benefit of time or the
lack of decent dancers, the sequence was included and it was
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extraordinary.  In fact, all of the big dance numbers were
high energy and very engaging.  All of the performers on stage
(from Curly all the way to the cameo performers)  remarkably
brought their roles to life.  The director also was involved
on stage… very fun.  He surely had a lot of help from his
production team.  I have also worked with the vocal director
and pit conductor in the past.

While there was a lot of good to put in the review, it was
hard to put into a coherent article.  Who wants to read a
review containing the same adjectives over and over.  I had to
put in a bit of the history… which was easy for the show which
kicked off the modern musical… as well as enough of the plot
to engage anyone who might not know the show.  Plus be kind to
everyone involved.  Finally… shortly after 1AM Friday morning
(about the same amount of time it took for the entire show), I
forwarded a copy.  It only took a three editions of the paper
to see the light of day.  It could have stood a bit of editing
to reflect the show dates.  I just hope no one tries to attend
a performance tonight.

So…. anyone in the area who wants to see a great performance
of  the  most  classic  of  modern  musicals…  check  out  the
remaining  shows  this  weekend.   Just  forget  how  dated  the
material is.  I do think there is an audience for these light-
hearted  shows.   And  as  the  banner  on  the  website  says:
Professional Quality Theatre in Northwest Ohio.  And another
piece to add to my resume!  Right up there with a little
television performance.


